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Road Safety International and In Motion Technology Improve Safety and
Fleet Operations with Real-time Driver Data

Richmond Ambulance Authority to integrate “Black Box” and Mobile Communications
Gateway solutions enabling timely delivery of driver safety data to the communications center.

Las Vegas,NV (PRWEB) November 30, 2005 -- In Motion Technology Inc. and Road Safety International Inc.
announce they have entered into a partnership to seamlessly deliver driver performance and safety data
collected in the vehicle to the EMS communications center for instant tracking of their fleet operations.
Focusing on improving safety and reducing operating costs in emergency vehicles, Road Safety’s RS-3000 On-
Board Computer System (Black Box) monitors and records unsafe vehicle operating parameters such as
speeding and high g-forces caused by rapid accelerations, hard decelerations and high speed turns. It also
monitors use of seat belts, use of vehicle spotter while backing and proper emergency lights & siren operation.
In Motion’s onBoard Mobile Gateway (oMG 1000) enables secure, data transfer on any wireless network for
any device deployed in the ambulance, including the RS-3000. The integration of oMG 1000 with RS-3000
enables reduced operational costs while providing the ambulance communications center visibility to driver
performance data in real-time.

Richmond Ambulance Authority First to Install Solution

Richmond Ambulance Authority, which provides all emergency and non-emergency transports within the city
of Richmond, VAhas installed the combined solution in its entire ambulance fleet. “The Richmond Ambulance
Authority is one of the most advanced EMS systems in the world,” says Jerry Overton, Executive Director of
the Ambulance Authority for the city of Richmond. “We’re constantly looking for solutions that continue to
improve on safety for our drivers and help us stay connected with our field personnel. The RS-3000 Black Box
solution was already proving to reduce our operating costs, but we had to wait for ambulances to return to the
vicinity of our operations center in order to download historical information. Now that the Black Box has been
integrated with the onBoard Mobile Gateway, which turns each ambulance into an extension of our LAN, we
can monitor potentially hazardous events such as failure to wear seat belts, excessive speed or high g-force
driving in real time across the entire operating region. The oMG 1000 was already providing connectivity for
our CAD/AVL(Automatic VehicleLocation) and EPCR (Electronic Patient Care Records) applications, so
adding the RS-3000 Black Box to the mix was a no-brainer.”

The RS-3000 Black Box, much like an aircraft “flight data recorder”, monitors driver behavior and stores the
information for retrospective analysis. It also provides immediate, in-vehicle audio feedback to the driver if
they start driving unsafely. “Immediate feedback is important to the learning process and is critical in
emergency situations to avoid ambulance collisions with other vehicles,” says Larry Selditz, President of Road
Safety International. “In partnership with In Motion, we can now bring that feedback to the control center
instantly.”
“We also have the opportunity to introduce new features that address some of the Homeland Security issues and
fleet administration challenges such as stolen vehicle identification/ignition defeat and unknown or
unauthorized driver notification. This system integration can also provide real-time status over the LAN to
maintenance personnel about vehicle and equipment failures along with vehicle odometer information for
maintenance scheduling. Future enhancements will also include instant crash notification, cell phone policy
compliance, equipment/inventory monitoring and multiple vehicle camera interface to the communications
center” says Selditz.
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In Motion Technology’soMG 1000 offers a Mobile LAN infrastructure that seamlessly scales to enable
multiple applications and devices access to any wireless network. oMG 1000’s open technology enables multi-
network support (802.11, 802.16, 1xRTT,EvDO, Wi/iDEN, GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, Flash OFDM, and/or
UMTS TDD) all in the same box for a flexible, reliable solution for mobile data operations. Additionally, In
Motion Technology transparently provides 128-bit security to all data transmissions to protect confidential
patient and billing information.

“We recognize that the EMS field is under constant pressure to improve its performance and reduce operating
costs,” says Kirk Moir, president and CEO of In Motion Technology.“Our partnership with Road Safety
International demonstrates the power of our “Mobile LAN” concept. By turning the vehicle into an extension of
the headquarters network, any device or application inside the vehicle can now transparently and securely
communicate with the operations center.”

Road Safety International and In Motion Technology are demonstrating their solutions at the American
Ambulance Association Convention and Trade Show, taking place November 30 – December 2, 2005 in Las
Vegas.

About In Motion Technology
In Motion Technology (In Motion) provides a mobile communications solution that enables enterprises and
government agencies to seamlessly extend their information management resources to their increasingly mobile
work forces using next generation wireless LAN and WANtechnologies. In Motion's Seamless Enterprise
Mobility Architecture (SEMA) applies to applications where mobile professionals need to access the
information technology (IT) resources of the enterprise (public or private) to accomplish their mission. Details
of the company are available at http://www.inmotiontechnology.com.

About Road Safety International, Inc.
Road Safety International, Inc. is a privately held corporation with headquarters in Thousand Oaks, California.
Road Safety is an industry leader in the field of fleet management systems, driver training programs, and data
acquisition systems.

Road Safety On-Board Computer Systems are successfully utilized on a wide range of emergency response
vehicles and equipment including ambulances, fire trucks, police cars, and airport crash rescue equipment. The
company's systems are utilized by US and Canadian Government agencies, utility companies, automobile
manufacturers test cars throughout the United States, school buses and thousands of commercial fleet vehicles
world wide.

For further information, visit the company’s web site at http://www.roadsafety.com

About the Richmond Ambulance Authority
With the Authority's reputation as one of the premier EMS providers in the nation, ambulance services
throughout the United States and the world frequently visit Richmond to observe the Authority's practices and
procedures. Visitors from England, Brazil, Canada, New Zealand and the former Soviet Union have come to
learn how to improve EMS care for their citizens and operate more efficiently.

The Richmond Ambulance Authority has a fleet of 28 paramedic equipped all-advance life support ambulances
in addition to a critical care ambulance. Considering Richmond's size, it is one of the most active systems in the
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country. Richmond Ambulance responds to approximately 50,000 calls per year with a daily average of 135
calls and 110 transports.

For further information, please contact:

For In Motion Technology:
Asa Zanatta
Tel: 604-408-1389/Cell 604-724-7755

For Road Safety International:
Larry H. Selditz, President & CEO
Tel: 800-252-2594/Cell 805-857-9152
# # #
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Contact Information
Asa Zanatta
SPIRIT COMMUNICATIONS
http://www.inmotiontechnology.com;www.roadsafety.com
604 408 1389

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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